VNBcontract renewed, despite opposition
By CHRIS WARD
Despite Student Government Association opposition. James Madison University has renewed its
contract with Virginia National Bank to operate a
branch bank in the Warren University Union.
The bank signed a five-year contract with the
University on April 15 which will take effect July 1.
The acceptance of the VNB contract comes after SGA
opposition which included a petition against the bank
for its increased sevice charges and the formation of
a committee to seek competitors interested in taking
over the campus branch VNB maintains here.
Vice President for Business Affairs William F.
Merck told the SGA senate April 14 that efforts to
seek a viable competitor had failed, and that VNB
appeared to be the only area bank that could serve
the students.
Almost with resignation, the senate passed a bill of
opinion supporting the new VNB contract.
According to Merck, the VNB contract will run for
five one-year periods with current charges and interest rates frozen through the 1981-82 school year.
"The bank will notify us if any increase is
necessary." Merck said. "Then if we do not like it,
the University would have the option to open the

contract back up for bids."

situation in a branch on a university campus.

WITH THIS option, the University is able to review
VNB's contract and seek a new bank should JMU
officials become dissatisfied with the its services or
charges, according to Merck. VNB must notify the
University on or before March 31 of any changes in
service charges or interest rates.
JMU officials sent letters to four area banks but
received replies from only VNB and Rockingham
National Bank. United Virginia Bank, the state's
largest banking institution did not reply to either of
two letters_sent by the University. Valley National
Bank officials said they were not interested, according to Merck.
VNB Harrisonburg branch President Ronald Hilton
said the new contract allows the University "an out"
if any charges the bank makes are unsatisfactory.
Charges for checking, stop payment charges,
return check charges and any other service charges
.will be frozen at their present levels as part of the
contract, according to Hilton.
Hilton responded to student disapproval of VNB's
$400 minimum balance requirement for free checking
by saying, "It's tough to come into even a break-even

THE ONLY income at that branch is from service
charges. Hilton noted.
"So, if you drop those, there will be no income and
only expenses."
Hilton said that banks expect a certain amount of
student reaction when service charges are increased,
but he added, "a lot of them have more money than
we might think."
The VNB president stated that the amount of
money students spend in the Harrisonburg com(Continued on Page 5)
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—Simplicity and humor are the major appeals for
the last mainstage opening, "Arms and the Man."
See Folio review, page 9.
—Russ Dickerson breaks the 1978 school RBI
record Wednesday against Catholic University.
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Former student indicted
in alleged murder case

All-night wait

By DONNA SIZEMORE
Kimberly Ellison, a former James
Madison University student, was
indicted Monday by a grand jury for
the alleged murder attempt of her
newborn baby last December in
Shorts Hall.
The 21-year-old Falls Church native
is expected to enter a plea today when
she is arraigned in Circuit Court.
Ellison, who resided on university
property for two months following her
suspension from JMU, gave birth to a
baby girl unaided in a bathroom of the
dorm and allegedly placed the child in
a trash bag.
According to David Heilberg,
assistant commonwealth attorney,
Ellison's case was sent to the grand

By CHARLES L. TAYLOR
"This is like a giant slumber party."
For hundreds of James Madison
University students, Monday and.
Tuesday's all-night vigil to secure
"choice" dormitory housing for the
1981-82 academic year was more than
an ordinary wait in line.
With temperatures dropping as low
as 31 degrees, the females on Monday
night and males on Tuesday night
wrapped themselves in several layers
of clothing, hats, gloves, blankets and
pillows—some for as long as 16
hours—until
housing
officials
distributed numbers the next mornings.
"This is a stupid way to get a
room," said Alison Jacobs. "There
must be a better way than this."
bv Mill Sltvlnt

Above. Gina Potter and a suitemate were first in line Monday night for housing
sign-ups. while below, the line stretched along the Warren University Union
patio with students keeping warm wearing blankets and coats.

jury after the preliminary hearing in
March.
The grand jury indicted Ellison
after hearing testimony from witnesses, Heilberg said.
He added that the hearing was held
in Juvenille and Domestic Relations
Court because the victim was under
18. However, since the grand jury
decided there was enough evidence to
warrants trial, Ellison will be tried in
Circuit Court as an adult.
Defense Attorney William Julias,
was unavailable for comment.
Heilberg said he was unaware of the
baby's whereabouts, but that it was
released into the custody of the
Harrisonburg Department of Social
Services in December.

Chase incident reported
By BOBBY GIRARDI
A James Madison University
woman filed a report with campus
police this week that she was chased
by a man late Monday night
According to Security Director Alan
MacNutt, the woman, who asked not
to be identified, said the chase occurred about 1:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Although MacNutt would not
confirm this account, the woman told
The Breeze she was chased by a blond
man dressed in jeans and a denim
jacket, resembling the description of
a man involved in two recent assaults
on JMU women.
MacNutt would not disclose any
additional information about the
woman's report but added that four
incidents have been reported within
the last week which involve either
assault attempts or intruders
Campus security has heard rumors
of other incidents, but "they are third
or fourth heresay," according to
MacNutt.
"We want people to report actual
incidents," he said. "It doesn't help
anyone to conceal information."

The woman told The Breeze that she
left Chandler Hall alone through a
side door at 1:15 a.m., when she saw a
man running toward her over the
grassy knoll near Chandler's parking
lot.
"I HAPPENED to glance over my
shoulder, and I saw this guy running
toward me," the Eagle resident said.
"I stood and watched him for a
second, wondering what he was doing.
Then I said to myself 'Oh, I better
Start running.' I screamed and ran for
Eagle." .
The man dissappeared when two
other women walked into sight from
the Newman Lake area, she said.
"When he saw them, he must have
run and hid somewhere," she continued. "If those girls hadn't come
along, I'm sure he would have jumped
me. I could definitely tell he was
running right at me."
The student said she had declined
an earlier offer to be escorted from
Chandler to Eagle, assuming she
(Continued on Page 5)
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Carrier says decision itbirth control lies with doctors
i«\ ( i\\)\ i i.MOM:
Although I Diversity
I'ri'sicli'nl l)r Ronald Carrier
favors the Health .('enter
offering! birth control ser
vices IM1 said the decision
whether nr not to implement
the program is not his
I don i make that derision
the doctor- do Carrier said
The president added thai
the Health' Center is considering offering birth control
ser\ H'es to sttJdents and is
investigating
the
possible
ciHs "t the program
In .i Mmlcnt fjbvernmenl
Association
election
i olcrondum
\pril 7
Hfi i
percent ol -' 392 respondents
said the university -hould
prn\ ule birth control services
Sixty lour percent of the 2..13:1
••tudents who responded to a
second
question
indicated
they would use such a service
if a student has made the
decision to have sex and the
institution can participate in
the safety and health of the
students within reasons of

funding, then we nave some
obligation to do that." Carrier ■
said
"If we can protect
people's health we should "
< \KKIEH \DDEI) that the
main problem in offering the
service is the Health (enter
physicians' inability totdehver
proper medical standards in
issuing medical pills
Although the
Hoard
of
Visitors at Virginia Tech
Mocked the implementation of
birth control services there
tor several;. ears ('arr>er said
he rim's iioi believe Mich a
decision at .IMC would be
made b\ the Hoard if Visitors
here
'•Several •.ear'- ago they
the
Una id
of
Visitors
delegated to me the decisions
about the lifestyle of this
campus and I would think if
they were interested, they
could address themselves to
it. he noted "And I wouldn't
make the decision without the
advice and direction of the

medical statt, once they, could
be
satisfied
of
not
en
dangering
the
health
of
students
•Instead, we should try to
establish high moral stan
dards and let the students
decide '
The president added that he
does not consider the student
call for birth control as
evidence of increased student
demand
for
additional
university services
Times
change
and
students today live differently
than a
lew years ago
Carrier saul "You have to be
constantly aware of providing
the type of services students
need and would contribute to
the intellectual growth and
health, and we want to be
responsive to their needs
Kditors note: Health Center
physicians were unavailable
for comment.
An article
regarding any plans for birth
control services there will-be
published in a later issue.

Photo by Mm •Itvlni
PRESIDENT RONALD Carrier said the decision on
whether to implement birth control is not his.

Congressman dares citizens
to 'get off the sidelines of life'
"We. as a nation, are ready to get off the
sidelines of life and begin to participate." —
Congressman Paul Trible.
BY ANN RICHARDSON
America's responsibility in the 1980s consists
of two major programs
to restore economic
growth at home and to ensure world safety,
peace, and freedom through military strength,
according to First District Congressman Paul
Trible i R.-Va 1 w 10 spoke at James Madison
University Monday night
1 A crowd of interested Republicans, as well
as Democrats, attended Trible's presentation
" iirfJrafton Stovall Theatre, in which he informally discussed several current political
issues with the audience
The event was co-sponsored by the Young
Americans for' Freedom and the College
Republicans
Although Trible received his bachelor's
degree from Hampden-Sydney College, he also
attend JMC for two consecutive summers.
AFTER PRACTICING law for several
years, the Tidewater Congressman was
elected at age 29 into the United States House
of Representatives in 1976. and became the
youngest Congressman in Virginia's history
Trible was reelected1 to the House in 1978 and
1980, and plans to run for the Senate in the
future He added that if Senator Harry Byrd
i Ind -Va l retires in 1982 he will be "very in--terested" in running for that seat
Trible. Known for conservative attitudes and
support of many of President Reagan's major
programs, is a member of both the House

Budget and Armed Services Committees
Trible explained that the President has
proposed a reduction in government expenditures
totalling nearly $54
billion.
Reagans' proposed budget cuts will affect each
citizen in some way. since 300 different
progams will receive cuts, Trible said, adding
that the idea is to make limited funds go further. "It is the only way the program can
succeed "
THF CONGRESSMAN said that following
the Vietnam War. the Cnited States became a
"nation of spectators " However, the 1980s
brought a change in American attitudes, as
events in Poland, El Salvador and Middle East
have jolted Americans into action.
Trible believes, that reinstatement of the
draft is probable in the United States because
volunteer draft registration has proven ineffective Also, it is "unhealthy'' to have our
armed services heavily reliant upon the lower
socio-economic classes of America. Trible
said He maintains that the draft would create
an equal proportion of whites and minorities in
the service to their numbers in the population.
The services currently are comprised of onethird blacks.
However, contradicting this belief of a
balanced proportion, Triblesaid women should
not be drafted because "there are already
enough qualified women (in the service)."
While discussing the budget cuts in the
Department of Education, and in the Basic
Education Grants. Trible explained "I will
support the President's program and I will
fight to see that it's implemented "

Commuter student chairman elected

Pholo bv M"k* Btpvtnt

I IIM.HI SsM \N I'M I I'rible lectured Monday nighl ill IMl
where he discussed ciirreiil political issues

Bj 11-Hit I HINTS
The
Commute
Student
Committee
off•■•»•»* ' and
.ee.ii ir». elected V'fce \i;/
w ho is i i-.- rently puhhciiy
spori.s
coordnvitoi
as
chairman (or !9H1 K HI . close
race ••!• \! itch
iiMmsl
present
co cha'rman
.left
H'vkin
Elections tor the remaining

executive council positions,
winch includes co-chairman,
treasurer, secretary, coor
dinators. .md'scnators. will he
heid ai [he end ol September
' 981
According "o .ictf French
, errenl
■ Si
chairman.
senators .in* ciected by the
entire commuter student body
at the same
time SGA

senators are elected but using
a separate voting booth The
senators 'her. elect the officers
'
An;, comn liter student can
run tor an officer's position
French said If a senator
wishes he can maintain both
a senatorial position as well as
an officer s position

Distributive Ed placement
endeavors to employ students
fty MARGO COBI.K
The Distributive Education
department, which claims to
offer the "best of two worlds
in business and education"
has a l'** percent placement
rate ol all its teaching
graduates, according to one of
the two D.E. iastructors at
James Madison University
Teaching is the major
emphasis of the department
but majors "can go either
route.'' Les Bolt said.
Of 15 graduates last year,
seven went into teaching jobs,
seven into business, and one
took a ROTC scholarship he
added.
Last year there weiv •*•'
openings for D.E. teachers in
Virginia and the four schools
who
produce
them—Old
Dominion. Virginia Commonwealth. Viginia Tech and
JMU-turned out only 40
graduates in the field.
"This is a pretty typical
ratio for the last few years."
Bolt said

Sonu 2S0-260 high schools

•'.|i«irt a D.E program, with
.urn uavhers in Virginia. The
ti,i«iiers instruct for half a
day and supervise students in
work for the other half. "This
appeals to those people who
don't want to be in a
classroom all day." he explained
THE PIRPOSK of the D.E.
program in high school is to
prepare students for entrance
into the business world, offering them courses such as
marketing, economics,
business organization and
operation of business for half
a day. and work in retail
stores the other half. "The
majority of these students are
not college-bound and it gives

them an edge on other
students." Bolt said.
According to Bolt, the
program's purpose at the
college level is "to provide for
improvement of personnel in
marketing and distribution
and to provide training for
those who are going into or are
in business.
"For example, one of our
classes is preparing a course
for the Valley Mall merchants
on shoplifting." he explained.
"Another class is doing a
marketing research survey on
the downtown business area."
Presently, there are two
D.E. faculty members. Bolt
and Amelia Myers, and 3»- ft
students.
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ANNUAL SUMMER
LOFT STORAGE
$30 Pick Up & Return.
Pick Up The Saturday Before
Finals.
For More Information Call
7177, 7274, or 7186.
MINI STOR-IT
Public Storage
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR
STUDENTS

STOR-IT

BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!

U-Store It
U-Lock It
U-Keep the Key
LOFT STORAGE
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
Call Now For Reservations
Office & Resident Manager
433-1234
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just off S. Main
Across From Nichols Shopping
Center) Harrisonburg
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Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer Perfoct when you want something to go with
special times: like a'ter the party, before the party, and. of
course, during the r«i<ty.
Byt whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

SCHLITZ WALT UOUOR.
DON'T SAY BIER SAY BULL!
Vv-u Brvwng Co M*Mu*M«n<lal>ic*itrMtc.(*t

Dod Distributing C6., Inc.
Verona, VA
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• Golden brown Fnjnch frits.
(or baked potato 5-10 pm)
•loaded Grecian bread
• Tartar i—n and lemon wedge.
• SHONEVS ALL YOU-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP-N SALAD BAR!
mw YOU FOB cotaNC to

SHONEYS
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Cannondale
Packs
10% Off
with this ad
"Around corner
from Spanky's"

it now
accepting applications for :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newt Reporters
Sports Reporters
Feature Writers
Photographers
Graphic Artists
Typists

Direct all applications or inquiries
to Chris Kouba, The Breeze
Deadline is April 25

(Continued from Page 1)
would be
safe for the Short walk.
"I had glanced at the story
in The Breeze about the
assaults, but I really didn't
think about it." she said,
adding that she notified
campus security about the
incident. "They (security)
told me not to walk alone
anywhere anymore," she
said.
Although signs urging girls
not to walk unescorted at
night have been posted in
Eagle since last Tuesday,
female students have been
lulled into a false sense of
security, according to Susan
Hady, an Eagle resident
advisor.
"SO MUCH is swept under

the rug here," Hady said. "We
are told at the beginning of the
year that there have never
been any rapes here. Students
begin to think that since this is
their campus, no outsiders
come on it."
Because of recent reports of
assaults on female students
here, security on campus has
been increased, according to
Fred Hilton, assistant to the
vice president of university
relations.
"Yes
patrolling
and
security efforts have been
increased." Hilton said, "but I
don't want to get specific, it
could defeat the purpose."
MacNutt also, declined
comment on extra security
forces.
Donna
Sizemore
also
contributed to this article.

+ VNB
(Continued from Page i)
munity has
a "sizeable impact" on the
area's business and that "if
you look in the parking tot,
you'll see that most of them
drive nice cars."
He indicated that, students
are actually "getting a
bargain" with the services
that the campus branch
provides.
The-branch here has the
only automatic teller system
in the area,. Hilton noted.
"And the service charges are
at a minimum leyeJL"_
Student checking customers
pay a $3 monthly service
charge for average balances
less than $200. A $2 monthly
service charge is paid for
balances of $200-$400, while no
service charge is required for
balances over $400.

SPLIT KEY RING
For Graduation

Unlock a flood of
compliments with this
Key Ping and Engravable
Tag in 12K Gold Filled or
Sterling Silver

Pr««tThii AdFor
Free Name
Engraving
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Panel tells student*

9

'Dozens of jobs exist for English majors
By BOBBY GIRAKDI
English majors no longer
have to plan on careers
starving in garrets, but only if
they do not want to be poets,
playwrights or literature
professors.
This was - the message
delivered by a panel of five
speakers on career opportunities for English majors
before 20 English students in
the Warren University Union
last week.
The speakers, who ranged
from the director of a Men
nonite . woman's
radio
program to a high school
principal, emphasized the
usefulness of an English
background
to
areas
seemingly unrelated to the
field in the job market.
Speaker Shirley Cobb, a
counselor here, stressed the
helpfulness of an English
degree to communication
skills, but added that she
would not have been hired
without an MA in counseling*
The speakers who had
careers most closley related
to their English backgrounds
were Margaret Roth, who
writes a daily five minute
radio program and Elizabeth
Feuchtenberger,
an
advertising copy writer.
ROTH INDICATED that her
English training, especially in
literature, is invaluable in
writing the program. She got
the opportunity to do the show.

which is produced by the
Mennonite Media Ministry
and broadcast on more than
170 stations, through a play
she had written for a small
drama company.
"Somebody saw the play
and liked it." she said. "Then
they asked me to do the
show."
It was Feuchtenberger.
however, an employee of
Brand-Edwards advertising
agency in Roanoake. who
gave the most encouraging
information
for
English
majors in search of jobs.
"You are qualified for
dozens and dozens of jobs as
an English major." she said.
"You have a great service to
offer, because there are
people who just cannot write."
The traditional livelihood of
the graduated English major,
teaching English in public
schools, was discussed by
panel members Ronald Say, a
principal in King George
County Schools. Say, who also
interviews college students
for teaching positions, indicated that local teaching
jobs were sparse, although
Spotsylvania and King George
County Schools had a total of
22 positions open.

process of being eased.
Addressing the topic ol
college level English teaching
was 'Ml"' Knglish professor
Dr. Robert Hoskins. who
coordinated
the
panel
discussion.
Hoskins
characterized job openings in
college English as "not too
good, to bad" and cited
corresponding statistics: of
those who obtain a PhD in
English and intend to teach at
the college level. 80 percent do
not receive tenure at any
institution, and most "piece
together careers for the rest of
their lives."
Hoskins also read statistics
concerning the likelihood of
liberal arts majors having
successful
careers
upon
graduation.
"They find jobs with banks,
insurance companies and in
the sales and management
areas," Hoskins said, '"and
after 10 years do no worse
than others in specialized
fields."
The overall panel discussion

SAY SAID, though, that in
the near future English
teachers will find it easier to
secure jobs in Virginia
because state certification
requirements are in the

Ready for
Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen,
Love Canal.

was met with mixed reaction
from
attending
English
majors. Senior English major
Catherine Deacon perhaps
expressed
a
majority
viewpoint.
"They didn't have any

writers or poets there." she
said. "If I had been a
sophomore
thinking
of
majoring in English, jifter
seeing that panel I think I
would have changed my
mind."
i

EUROPEAN AUTOHAUS
Specialists on Bosch fuel injection
and Volkswagen service & repair
EASTERN

VMENHONITE
LEOE

EXPERT
FOREIGN CAR
MAINTENANCE

EUROPEAN
AUTOHAUS

1021 COLLEGE AVENUE
(Pirkvi«w •action)

HarrUonburg, Vi.

434-8431
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PLAY WITH THE BAND
TONIGHT

A&P

Diet Rite RC&7-Up 8/16
1.29 &Dep
Natural Light 6/12 209
Old Mil NR

6/12

1.79

Ame Page Ice Cream 1.29
, allflav l/2gal.

Anne Page Bacon
Receive a number at the door and
throughout the night you may be called to
play or sing (or hum) a song with

ARZNOVA
at least 7 WINNERS
MONDAY APRIL 27th
Sponsored by
the JM'S Outrageous Ideas Committee

1.39

Luter's Meat Franks 1.1 %
A&P Meat Bologna

1.29

Jamestown Bacon

.99.

Corn 5ears
.99
Strawberries (Calif) 1,35qt
.65/pt

Avocados
2/.88
Kraft American Cheese
Slices i/i6 1.99
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MIDWAY MARKET

BOOK FAIR

157 Warsaw Ave. 434-7948
T

Budweiser
Old Mil

12 pk
12 pk

$439
Bwch cans
$3.69
Mickey. Malt
$299
Sdilitz
l2pk
Molson
$1.99
Lite&Miler
Erlanger
12pk
$1.99
the Bui
Tuboig Gold
$1.79
Old Mil Vi keg
$15.95
Tubom Gold keg $22.95
Old MiU 1/2 keg $25.95
Buschl/2fag
$28.95
M&M's
75 oz. bag plan & peanut
Dads Root Beer 6-12 oz. cant
Pretzels
4b. box
Potato Chip*
31b box
Kraft Hue Cheese Dressing
Slim Jkns ( box of 5
CheeeGirb % lb. bag

»

Green Valley Auction Barn- 2miles east of
Mt. Crawford VA. Ml. Exit «1.
Signs Posted
7S.SSS books and magazines for sals! April 25.
2S-New Books Only. May 2- Old Books, Old Magaiiaes
and New Books. Oar finest book sale ever! One of the
finest "elections of new books you'll find anywhere
at absoutely the best prices aaywhere!
Mos of our new books are marked down 75-H percent
retail, hxample—4 volume set of Encyclopedia of
Philosophy-Retail ia..*-u„r Price m Pta„ to attendYou II be glad you did. Call leighton Evans at 434-SMi
for more information.
•

$1.99
$1.89
$3.89
$4.19

Service
is an
important
part of our

.99
$1.79
$3.89
$399
.69
.79
$139

business.
As a Raleigh dealer, we don't just
sell bicycles, we service them. too. We
think it's important that you stay as
happy with your bicycle as you were the
day you bought it And we re in business
to make sure you do

Open Nightly Tifl Midnight

MARTS BKE SHOP
IIMS COttlOl AVI HAHHISONBURG VA

.

3

^

SAT APRIL 2S (9am-5pm)
SUN APRIL 26 <NOON-5pm)
SAT MAY 2 (9am-5pm)

When you know bicycles, you want Raleigh.

Stop In
Another First. ..

^

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD

£tcefeta
presents the

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

Busch
$1.99
Bull
$1.99
Heineken
$3.09
Black Tower $4.19
Liebfraumilch

Country
Lemonade $1.69
Nacho Cheese
Tortilla Chips .79
Coke & Tab
$1
!■•••■««« « . . • « .«.«..«**■««. • • • . »»»•«.

rr

FUN and SLAPSTICK
COMEDY of

OLD MOVIES
Three Stooges, Marx Bros, etc., etc.

9:30 pm til 2 pm
Twadoij Kujkfc OAj

\

9*i* U* Fw A Hijd 0|
Ft, rW, e*mUimtdti
The Price. . .only $099
s Vilekm *| Bm & Wsiiss

DON'T MISS IT!
t

Phone 433-0892
813 E. Market St
Closed MondayTuesday-Sat 11:00-9:00
Sunday 12:00-9:00
.•a*........,..,.*............* s.
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Announcements

Wampler Play

Announcements

Wampler
"Experimental
Theatre presents When You
Comin' Rack Red Ryder, a
play by Mark Medoff, April 30May 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$1.50 and available at the
door

Graduation announcements
for May are available at the
university bookstore.

WMRA
WMRA. 90.7 FM. presents
"News and Views", a public
affairs program April 24 at
6:30 p.m. and April 26 at 12
p.m. Host Jerry Johnston will
talk
with
Jo
Marie
Griesgarber. deputy director
of the office on Latin America
in Washington. DC.

Reader* Theatre
The JMU Readers Theatre
presents "Our Travels from
Diapers
to
Dentures,"
selections of interpretive
readings of poetry, prose-and
drama April 26 at 8 p.m. in
Moody's
Blackwell
auditorium. Admission is free.

i
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

I
*
*
*

CCM Picnic
Catholic Campus Ministry is
holding its annual Spring
Picnic 1 p.m. Sunday at
Purcell Park
All are
welcome

Applications are available
in the SGA office for thepositions of Student Advocate
Coordinator. Student Judicial
Coordinator and Student
Judicial Secretary for 1981-82
Deadline to apply is April 28 at
5 p.m. Interviews will be held
April 29-May I For more
information call 6376 or stop
by the SGA office.

Caps and gowns are still
available in the university
bookstore for graduating
seniors

Alanon
A campus chapter of
Alanon. for concerned friends
or family or persons with
drinking problems, meets
Tuesdays 6-7 p.m. in WinePrice auditorium.

** Loft Storage
Sigma Hi IS sponsoring its
annual summer loft storage
Pickups will be May 2. Call
7274 or 7177
All announcement*' should be lyywc
■double spaced and Brought to The
Breeze announcement bo*
In me
basement ot Wine Price Plea** speoty
in wha< issue date* the announcement
should run
The deadline lor an
nouncements in the Fridav Issue l| noon
Tuesday and tor the Tuesday Issue Is
noon Friday Announcements will not be
accepted by phone

EXAMS!!

FLOWERS

____H?l£ Js On TheWa^ j_J

FOR THOSE EXTRA
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

CORSAGES * B0UT0NNOES
10% OFF TO JMU STUDENTS
S. MAitf

43t-S/3t

Party Package StoreA Western Union
915 South High St. 42 South 434-6995

• ICE Free

Caps, udtw9F

Position* Open

WERNER'S

*

"S

CASE Specials 10 LBS.

Michelob "Light" Super Prem
2.59
1.89
Busch Prem Light & Smooth
2.19
Biidwe'ser Natural Lkht
12/12 3.69
Blue Ribbon Prem Party Pac
1.69
Wiedemann Smooth & Light
Old Milwaukee Bottles
NR
1.89
.89
Quarts By Schaefer "Quart"
ICE FREE-Qi Case Specials 10 LB. SAVE 1.00
• BLue Ribbon 7 1/2 gal. Free fee
$12.95
• OldMilwaukee ? 1/2 gal. Free Ice
15.95
7 m aL
• Budweiser
*
Free Ice
19S5
• Malt Liquor "THEBULL" 15 gaL EE 2895
•Busch Prem 15gal. Free Ice
28.95
•Budweiser Prem 15 gal. Free Ice
31.95
• Old Milwaukee 15 gal. Free Ice
25.95
2395

Blue Ribbon 15 gal. Free Ice
FREE ICE SAVE $2.00 SPECIAL FREE ICE
Ice Special
2-10LB Bags
L00
Milk
1 gallon jug *
L99
.80
Oange Juice 100% Fresh
119
Pepsi Cola .2 Its. "Big Jug"
Snydeis Chips Reg. 1.09
Special.89
Eggs Grade A Extra Large
.89
Newspaper-STi4/?- POST NEW RECORDRICHMOND
Port Rd. Exit-Turn Right-2nd Light-turn Lei
To WERNER'S Party Package Store

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Exam Cram Sessions
We<±iesday,April29from 4-5 p.m.
Thursday, April 30 from2-3 p.m.
in Room DofWUU
I
How To Review For Finals
How To Take Objective Tests
Writing Essay Answers
.
Relaxation and Concentration
Techniques
Psychological Strategies For
Effective Test Taking
-I
EVERYONE WELCOME
A Service Of The Counseling And
Student Development Center
ssssSsssssssssss

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

f OR YOUR CASUAL
SMINO * SUMMER
WARDROBEU
jsssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssft

*
*
*

Women's Sundresses, Shirts |

*

& Cotton Pants In

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Spring Colors By Lady Levi
& Tomboy
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS^S}

Men's Rugby Shirts

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*« *-# # ** *•** *•* #** ** *** #■**** v*T**rspif*^ rov**:ro*"***£'

Along With Terry Cloth,
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A simple, entertaining drama
By DIANE FITZPATRICK
"Basic" is the single word which best
describes James Madison University's
mainstage opening of Arms and the Man.
Unlike its predecessor production here, The
Tragical History of Dr. Faustus. this three-act
classic by George Bernard Shaw includes no
special audio-visual effects, no intricate
technical endeavors and, believe it or not, no
Phoef Sutton.
The script has the elements of what could
have been an emotionally impactful drama.
However, it is not presented as such. Instead,
director Thomas King makes humor the play's
main appeal.
He emphasizes ridiculing the concept of
status and how it is determined. Also shown is
the comical contrast between what people
claim to believe and what they actually do.
Specifically this contrast is achieved with the
comparison of romantic chivalrous ideals to
the realistic aspects of war.
ALTHOUGH SET in Bulgaria during the late
19thcentury, Shaw's social commentary easily
relates to our contemporary western world.
The play opens in the home of the Petkoffs. The
family is the epitome of Bulgerjan aristocracy,
especially since it owns the only private
library of the land.
♦
Raina Petkoff, excellently portrayed by
Debbie Laumand, is preparing to retire when
she is intruded upon by Bluntschli (Marcello
Amari). an enemy soldier who had fled up her
balcony to escape shooting assailants. She
saves his life by concealing him and ensuring
his safe escape.
Naturally, this secret has to be kept from her
father, Major Petkoff, played by Mark Jordan
Legan; and her fiance Sergius, played by Andy
Leech. However, Sergius is informed of the
incident by Louka (Robyn C. Blairi, a family
servant.

In their conversation, Louka accurately
predicts Raina's interests for Blunschli. and
correctly accuses Sergius of denying his
feelings for her in order to conform to social
norms. She challenges Sergius to admit his
true feelings by marrying her and breaking his
engagement to Raina.
THIS EPISODE leads to a bizarre series of
confessions and shatters the wreath of
deception around the Petkoff household.
Sergius gradually accepts reality, discovering
that his true love and his true enemy (Louka's
suitor Nicole) are mere servants. Ironically,
this revelation occurs in the library, the
Petkoff symbol of affluency.
Louka becomes betrothed to Sergius.
Bluntschli, upon suddenly acquiring a large
inheritance, becomes qualified to be Raina's
suitor
Laumand, combined with a strong supporting performance by Leech, clearly
highlighted the opening evening's performance. Their comical overdramatizations
accentuated the absurd aspect of romanticism
and nobility. The amusing expressions and
antics of Legan greatly enhanced the play's
humor by ridiculing aristocracy and gentility.
Three elaborate sets, a wide array of
costumes and excellent lighting techniques
added a colorful flair to the otherwise simple
performance.
*
Arms and the Man did not leave the sparse
audience pondering any perplexing issues
Tuesday night. The play is neither memorably
earth shattering, nor exceptionally poor. It is a
simple, entertaining drama which guarantees
a couple of laughs.
This last mainstage production will continue
to show through April 26 at Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

RAINI (DEBBIE Laumand) converses with her Chocolate
Cream Soldier.' Bluntshli (Marcello Amari) in a scene from
"Arm and the Man.

Poet Don Justice 'gets himself remembered'
By BARBARA HALL
Donald Justice, 1980 winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
poetry, completed a three day "festival of writers" in
Miller Hall Wednesday, with a reading of his works to
a full audience of students and local would-be writers.
Justice has been called "one of our finest poets," by
Anthony Hecht, who said, "His brilliance is never at
tile service merely of flash and display; it is always
subservient to experienced truth, to accuracy." In his
introduction of the poet, JMU instructor Todd Zeiss
stated, "Don does topoetry what Fred Astaire does to
dance."
Justice read from his prize-winning volume of
poems, simply entitled Selected Poems. The poet
read his works in a smooth, almost mesmerizing
style, yet his delivery was freshly alive as if he were
discovering the ideas for the first time and relating
them to his audience. "Variation for Two Pianos,"
one of the poems he began with demonstrated his
ability to give universal significance to the simple
things. The poem is about a man who lost his job, yet
was determined to keep his two grand pianos with
him as he moved about from town to town. "I thought
of him as a minor hero," Justice explained, "and I
tried to celebrate it in this poem." He hesitated
before reading and said he should not disclose such
information, but "he later sold one of the pianos. That
was not heroic."

Pulitzer Prize winner
appears at JMU
with the ability to present earth shattering events.
His technique is what Zeiss refers to as "simple
elegance of form, a form always subdued, not obvious, yet very much in control." His 1960s poem
entitled "Portrait with one Eye" is dedicated to a
friend who inspired and is described in the poem. "He
was a dear friend," Justice says, "and a great liar."
"I like to work in sets." the poet said before reading
a set of poems about a fictitious character called
Trumain. Trumain appears in several works, and
Justice notes, "I take him through the seasons."
Justice has created a mystical world surrounding
this character, in "The Mild Despair of Trumain,"
"The Contentment of Trumain," "Tnlmain Insomniac" and "Trumain Autumnal." He says, "The
season looks smudged or half-erased," a clear
example of the vivid images he creates with simple
language.

and ability to understand the concept of human experience. Justice captures that unwritten system of
sacred southern values in this set of poems, including, "Reverence for the Grandfather" and
"Reverence for the Mother and for the Dead."
Perhaps the most striking poem he read during the
evening was one entitled "Complaint of the Grandparents," in which he explores the delicate situation
of aging and the fear which accompanies it. The
poem begins with an epigraph which translates "The
dead are underground, they don't go out," and ends
on an equally haunting note, "The dead don't get
around much anymore."

HE ENDED the reading with a poem which
epitomized his style. It was a simple poem entitled
"Thinking About the Past." which is a collection of
fragments of the poet's past, including his friend
Benton, with whom he "smoked my first pack of
cigarettes." With simple elegance and vivid
imagery. Justice recreates his past for his listeners
in a nostalgic manner which rings strikingly
familiar: "Certain moments will never change or
stop being." The final lines ended the poem and the
evening on a magical note: "Dusks, dawns, the ends
OTHER SETS of poems Justice read were some of songs."
Poets who write sprawling epics about the trauma
from his collection of "Bus Poems." The poems, he
related, occurred to him on bus trips. "You will of man's plight seem common enough these days. But
Don Justice is able to do something which requires a
discover a poem every time you ride a bus," he says.
THIS POEM was followed by one of a series of "There is so much to see." One, entitled "Unflushed great deal more sensitivity and perception. I have
selections written during the 1960s. These works, he Urinals," is inspired by and centers on the setting of a been told that a poet does not need to be a genius, he
simply needs to have a special insight into the things
explained to the audience, dealt with a certain phase bathroom in a bus terminal.
be and his friends went through during that time. He
Justice also read from a set of "Blues" poems, and around him. More often than not, great poems
admitted that the poems were personal, but at- a set which he described as poems dealing with the celebrate the little things. As poet John Ciardi has
tempted to give them a deeper significance. He South. Having been at the University of Virginia said, "Good poems get themselves remembered."
succeeded in d^jg this, not only in his 1960s poems, during the fall semester, Justice claimed he wanted The same can be said of great poets. Those who have
but in the majority of his work.
to write about what he observed in the South while he heard Donald Justice know he has "gotten himself
As Hecht stated. Justice's talent has nothing to do was there. These poems exhibit his perceptiveness remembered."
vi.Si',!J«l ■,:.-.'.i...^,■'.,.:..:,-,•.;.:... i-ifT'.va.iu P3?
i\■*• y-I-wv-^.v-v.v"?v-v**• v$vvi*.y-iiv\{.'*T..«> v•;;»' -^.v^».■ '*>,'{. •«.!'--!v*l■ ^•
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Clash, Pretenders lead new album
styles so that a larger audience would listen
and perhaps remember the band's words as
well. This year, with about 21) gnrst musicians
at their disposal, the Clash makes use of such
musical forms as jazz, reggae, country and
western, rhythm and blues, gospel and Gaelic
folk in an attempt to reach the ultimate
audience, the world. This glorious but
foolhardy ambition provides both the enthusiasm necessary to make Sandinista! a
great album and the pretentiousness that flaws
it.

Three—record 'Sandinista!'
an 'inefficient work of genius'
By DAVID LETSON
An initial reaction to the Clash's recently
released three-record set, Sandinista!, is that
there is much here, almost too much. Multiple
record sets always have their disposable
material, and the fact that the Clash continue
this tradition should not be seen as the album's
major fallout. Not necessarily anyhow.
The three records contain 36 tracks, about 28
of which can be called songs. The others seem
to ramble on in a way that makes them explicable only as improvised filler material.
Side six of the album is comprised mostly of
this "filler " As a result of these meaningless
studio ramblings, Sandinista! is a confusing
album and one that is not likely to be taken
seriously by the audience the Clash is attempting to reach.
Last year's London Calling made use of
dance tempos and classic American rock

THE SAME hopeful ideals that made London
Calling such a landmark album are also
present to a large extent on Sandinista! The
feeling that changes—social, economical and
political—are attainable despite prevailing
odds frequently awaits the listener. In "One
More Time.' hope exists even where "The old
lady kicks karate for just a walk down the
street, the little baby knows kung fu he tries it
on those he meets." and where "You don't
need no silicone to calculate poverty."
Sandinista !'s greatness, however does not
arrive unscathed. Since the Clash (even with
the extra session men) are not overly qualified
to handle all the musical styles into which they
venture, the conglomerate effect of this
musical meshing approaches that of your local
radio station which plays everyone's hits all
the time The Clash's commitment to a
spectrum of styles to meet a greater audience
is commendable, but it leaves the listener less
than satisfied when the band fails to make a
convincing stab at the form. The curious
mystical haze of "Rebel Waltz'' is an example.
Sandinista!. then, is not always an extremely
"listenable" album
The amalgamation of musicians, musical
forms and instrumentation, together with the
ponderous ramblings that are strewn about the
album give Sandinista! a pretentious, artsy
feel. This mood may do well for other groups,
but for the Clash and their abundant desire to
communicate hope to their audience, this
pretentiousness detracts from their purpose.
Politics here, as opposed to the past, are not
all spelled with the small "p." Topical
references, for example in "Washington
Bullets" to American imperialism, have all the
impact of high and mighty preaching. Sandinista! loses much of its universality since its
impact will last only as long as the concerned
issues.
YET THE measure of the Clash's greatness
on Sandinista! is that they go beyond these
faults to create an inefficient work of genius.
Weeding through Sandinista, as is necessary
of any multiple-record package, a considerable amount of good work can be found.
"Something About England" ends side One on
a strong note, and "Somebody Got Murdered"
establishes the Clash's position that terrorism
is not the way towards change:
Somebody got murdered, his name cannot be
found.
A small stain on the pavement, they'll scrub it
off the ground
As the daily crowd disperses, no one says that
much
Somebody got murdered, and it's left me with
a touch

ABOVE ALL else, the Clash are prolific,
having released a three-disc. 36 song LP on the

heels of the double set "London Calling" and
the "Black Market Clash" EP.

When the musical styles are successfully
adopted, they add variety to the package. The
droning baritone backup vocals in "The Sound
Of The Sinners" give that piece a thorough
gospel feel, and the Beach Boys-style rock
arrangement of "Charlie Don't Surf" lends to
that song a sort of "being there" realism.
The occasional use of different vocalists also
adds color to the album. When the Englishaccented, childish vocals of Luke and Ben
Gallagher ask (in "Career Opportunities")
"Do you really want to be a cop?", the effect is
both humorous and thought-provoking.
Sandinista! seems sure to capture the
Clash's previous audience, but whether or not
this switch to a broader format will increase
their popularity is difficult to say. But more is
almost always gained from a bold defeat than
from a timid victory. Sandinista is many
things, but timid it is not.

- -1 • ' ■ r i-
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title track, "Arc of a Diver".

Steve Winwood:
'Arc of A Diver'

She bathes me in sweetness | cannot reveal
For sharing dre;iiii* I need my woman
This humble expression meagerly dressed
My eyes so mean it has no meaning
Lean streaky music spawned on the streets
I hear it but with you I had to go
'Cause my rock 'n' roll is putting on weight
And the beat it goes on

■

By SCOTT BABCOCK
Has the state of the art in electronics and
sound recording gone so far that one man.
armed with synthesizer and recording studio
can totally replace the live band'
No.
One man can. however, sound very much
like many men. Through the magic of multitrack sound recording, one man can become,
in sound, an entire orchestra.
Steve Winwood has done just that. On his
new album, "Arc of a Diver," every instrument on the album was played by Winwood. With help from Viv Stanhall, George
Fleming and Will Jennings, Winwood wrote
and arranged every song. Winwood
engineered, mixed and to top it off, even
produced the album. This album, down to the
last groove, is indeed the creation of one man.

Dp consists of
neyman Scott
k e Hynde on

guitar and lead vocals and Martin Chambers
on drums. BELOW: Chrissie Hynde strikes a
sultry pose from the first album.

TO PLAY so many instruments would take
an incredibly talented musician. But actually
if one listens very closely to this album, only
three instruments are used; the electric
guitar, drums and synthesizer.
Most of the guitar work is strictly chord
progressions with the bass covered on the
synthesizer. The rhythm is supplied mostly by
a modern rhythm box, leaving most of the
drum work rigid and monotonous.
An incredible computer is connected to a
synthesizer that supplies most of the
background harmony and chord structure. It
at times, sounds like a piano, an organ and
often like an orchestral string section.
The vocals!by Winwood, of course) are
simple, often boring, yet they somehow fit the
style and mood of the^lbum^ Thejyrics are
often abstract and seldom rhyme or contain
any formal structure, such as these from the

rs offer crisp, enjoyable sampler
1

storm with
nth on Rolling
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Album of
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"Porcelain," which closes side one. is the
album's weakest cut. James Honeyman Scott's
two-string guitar introduction is enjoyable but
probably too long. The body of the song is
musically haunting, but the lyrics, which
apparently recall drunkenness and its impending consequences, are sparse and underdeveloped.
Side two reaffirms the band's strength.
"Cuban Slide" has a jaunty Bo Diddley beat
and obvious Carribean influences. The lyrics
are harmless fun:
Remember the nights I cried and cried
You were doin' that ol' Cuban Slide
All night long I tried and tried
I could not master the Cuban Slide
The EP closes in frantic fashion. A powerful
live version of "Precious," the song which
opened the group's only album to date, is
captured here in all its intensity. Instead of
expanding the song like many groups attempt
to do when performing live, the Pretenders *
deliver it with blunt immediacy. It strikes
home like a Suger Ray Leonard punch in the
gut.
Overall, Extended Play is a crisp, enjoyable
sampler of the Pretenders, who currently may
be the world's best rock 'n' roll band. It nearly
measures up to the high standard of quality
established in the band's debut LP and is
certainly good enough to keep fans happy until
the release of their, second nllnifn which is
scheduled for release in late .'une.

The best song on the album is "When You
See a Chance" and can be heard 50 times a day
just by tuning to any Top 40 radio station.
Though no great classic, this particular song
offers the most variety and energy of the seven
on the album.
The biggest problem with "Arc of a Diver" is
its monotony. Each song sounds the same, the
timbre of the synthesizer is constant in every
number. Also, it is tiresome to hear the same
fake orchestra simply changing chords.
One must view this album for what its
worth—the creation of one man-and for that it
is due credit. Winwood has made no piercing
messages with his songs, and his music is no
masterpiece of originality He has simply made
an album that is mildly easy to listen to. and
that is good. It is also fun to concentrate on
every detail of the songs, imagining that one
man did it all.

Willie Nelson: —
'Over
The Rainbow9

By BRYAN POWELL
What the hell is Willie Nelson trying to do?
Fresh off his impressive performances on
the Honeysuckle Rose soundtrack and his
award-winning 1980 live album. Willie has
released an album that is almost unbelievable.
And I don't mean that kindly.
Having found fame and fortune as an
"outlaw" and country balladeer. Nelson has
began a remarkable regression into easy
listening. His newest LP, Over The Rainbow,
contains the title track, as well as "Mona
Lisa," "Won't You Ride In My Little Red
Wagon," and an instrumental version of
"Twinkle. Twinkle Little Star." C'mon, Willie!
Your rendition of "Stardust" was beautiful,
and when you performed "Georgia (On My
Mind)" you did a great job with a great old
song. But this is going too far.
THE PROBLEM does not lie in the performance quality of these songs. Willie and co.
play flawlessly, and the arrangement of
"Twinkle, Twinkle Lit le Star" is interesting
(it bears no resemblance to the original version). The problem is that this man is a
talented songwriter and guitar stylist in the
prime of his career, and he's putting out a
collection of songs like this.
One may argue that Nelson is offering a
collection of classics E.Y. Harburg's
"Somewhere Over The Rainbow" is, indeed, a
classic, but why not let Judy Garland's version
stand? I doubt if even Willie could top it. Nat
King Cole's rendition of "Mona Lisa" will
always be respected; it does not need Nelson's
seal of approval.
Having so much excellent original material
to work with, it probably would be best if Willie
went back to what he did best—a generous mix
of country ballads and rowdy outlaw songs.
He does those well.

j
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Benjamin
•

>

most likely to fail

By BRYAN POWELL
■•"
The number of hit movies which are shaped
irtlo subsequent hit television series are very
few- The reason for this phenomenon is
basically two-fold
Primarily, it is difficult to hook movie stars
into doing a TV series which could stifle
creativity and cause certain overexposure.
The second basic reason is that it is often
difficult to adapt the story line and functional
message of a two-hour film into a weekly series
thai, if successful, could run for years.
These two problems are the major stumbling
blocks faced by the television adaptation of
Private Benjamin, which recently premiered
on CBS TV. The series was unable to secure the
services of Goldie Hawn (if they even tried),
but was able to land' Eileen Brennan. who
starred as Capl. Lewis in the Academv Awardwinning film, and II,il
Williams
who
played the rolr of Seargent Ross

Photo by Tom Liihton

LORNA PATTERSON capably fills Goldie Hawn's shoes in
the TV adaptation of "Private Krnjamin." But that still
won't be enough to save the series.

CBS HAS replaced Goldie with Lorna Patterson, a vibrant, attractive young actress who
is a new face to TV viewers. Patterson does not
have Goldie's creative comedic talents, but as
the spoiled-but-determined Private Judy
Benjamin, she is nonetheless appealing and
fun Goldie would have been a more desireable
choice, but considering her unavailability.
Patterson is a more than adequate substitute.
None of the film's supporting actors appear
in the series. With the exception of Mary Kay
Place ("Mary Hartman." starting Over).
their absence is no real loss, although their

n-placements do have moments of blantant
amateurism
So. the show apparently has the personnel
situation under control. But. the produ< ers
have not done as well -in transplanting the
message of the film into the series While
Hawn's Private Benjamin is a developed,
socially inclusive endeavor, the series does
little more than attempt to. as Maxwell Smart
might put it. "pit the forces of goodness and
niceness i Benjamin i against the forces of
badness and evil" (Brennan's Capt. Lewis and
Army routine In general). Get the picture?
THE END results are trite, simple-minded
stories which do not challenge the viewer's
imagination. Of course, this is nothing new for
TV. Don't suspect this show to last a particularly long time, simply because it has very
little to say and may have already said it ail.
Even shows such as "MASH." undoubtably
one of the best shows to emerge in the 70s,
reach a saturation point were they have said
about all they can say.
By chance that this series does flourish, it
will be becuase of Patterson's magnetic appeal.
Although Brennan is wasting her diverse
talents on "Benjamin." she does lend the
series credibility in her role as the Captain-weall-love-to-hate. This series, in failure,
probably will be a vehicle for Patterson to find
better roles. Brennan. on the other hand,
should put her already established talents to
better use.

7

Pat Carey's adventures of the sea
By CHARLES GRADY
It was the spring of 1979. and Pat '
Carey was bored. He was fed up with
a school routine that seemed to include nothing but stud. -<g. partying
and constantly being broke.
It was the kind of mid-college
identity crisis many go through, but
Carey wasn't the kind to just take it.
He quit school and returned to Barnegat Light. N.J. and the marina he
had run for the past four summers.
"It was good money, not great."
Carey recalled recently. "So, when
my boss sold the marina and bought a
fishing boat, I was ready to go. A
fishing crew splits 50 percent of the
profit from each trip, with the captain
getting a slightly larger share than
the hands."
Carey worked on a four-man crew
that year and said his average weekly
pay was $895 But the amount of pay
was always relative to how many fish
they caught.
"ON MY worst trip, I made $30 in
five days at sea." he said. "On my
best. I made $2,200 in 50 hours."
An average fishing trip would last
two to 14 days and cover 200-500 miles.
During his longest trip, Carey spent 28
straight days at seal, which was. he
admitted, "a little long."
Carey still remembers his first
Fishing trip.
"I had been sportfishing a few times
before." he said, adding, "but never
in rough water. That day we were out
about 100 miles East of Nan tucket
when these 50 m.p.h. winds came up.
The water got real rough, with 30-40
foot waves. Since our boat was only a
55-footer. we headed for shore. It took
us 28 hours to cover that 100 miles. My
hands were still shaking 12 hours after
we landed."
ALL CAREY'S trips were not this
exciting or dangerous, however.
"Usually we'd arrive-where we
planned to fish at daybreak. Then
we'd set our lines, tyjng them end to
end so they formed one line. We'd set
20-40 lines that were a half mile long
before you tied them. So when you
finished, you were 10-20 miles from
where you started. We used buoys to
mark them and radar to find theii.
, There were other ways to make
money while at sea. and like most
fishermen. Carev's crew took ad-

on some rocks, but because of the fog
we couldn't tell.
"We radioed the Coast Guard, but
we didn't know where we were and
they couldn't find us. The waves were
pounding our boat, and we were
afraid it would break up. After two
days, the fog lifted and the Coast
Guard got us off the sand bar we were
stuck on"
The crew was safe, but their next
problem was a week's worth of work
that was rotting on deck.

vantage of them.
"After you set your lines you'd h we
three or four hours to wait before you
could pick them up." he said. "In the
meantime, we'd sportfish for tuna,
swordfish and marlin. Tuna were the
best because you didn't have to split a
percentage of what you caught with
the boat owner. The average tuna we
caught was about 200 pounds, and at
80 cents a pound it would add up.
"I caught a swordfish last summer
that took two hours to land. They
strapped me to a seat so I wouldn't go
overboard and told me to hang on.
That was totally wild. We sold that
fish, which weighed 250 dressed, for $3
a pound."
AT NIGHT, Carey and the crew
fished for shark. "We'd tie fish heads
into ropes, leaving a big knot on the
end. and drop it over the boat." he
explained. "Once the shark set his
teeth over the knot, he wouldn't open
them. We'd haul them in. cut off the
head, throw the body overboard and
set another line. It was sort of a
contest to see how quick you could
jerk in a shark and de-head him. Our
record was seven seconds."
Carey pointed to a scar on his arm.
"This is why I came back to
school." he said, explaining that he
got the sc ir from a shark head. "It
was such physi" >l!y dangerous work
that I decided I needed a degree to
back me up incase I got hurt too badly
to work with my hands.
"The shark had been de-headed, but
I was careless and got too close

Apparently a nerve twitched, and
boom, he got me. I fished three more
days and then went to the hospital.
Many of the old fishermen are
missing fingers, according to Carey.
"Fishermen's hands are not the
prettiest things to look at." he said.
IN ANOTHER mishap at sea. Carey
was snagged by a hook on an outgoing
line.
"The line caught against the boat
and I reached down and freed it with
my hand." he recalled. "When I did
the line shot out. A hook set itself in
the meaty part of my arm and threw
me up against the side of the boat. It
ripped through a heavy raincoat and
two shirts before.it went overboard. I
was just glad I wasn't still on it."
But. according to Carey, the worst
danger of his voyage was not that of
losing a finger or cutting himself.
"The worst danger was death. I think
the most frightening thing that ever
hapened to me was when we were
coming back to Barnegat Light. We
had been out five days and were
bringing in 15.000 pounds of fish. A few
miles from shore, we ran into an incredibly thick fog. They put me up on
the cabin as kind of a spotter and tried
to ease into the inlet.
"I couldn't see more than a foot or
two in front of the boat and pretty soon
we hit something. Hard. The force of
it threw me onto the deck. Within five,
minutes we were all in our survival
suits, which is a kind of wetsuit with
floatation gear. We thought we were

CAREY SAID that the crew went
into town to recruit almost 200 people,
who. along with their boats and
pickups, helped them to unload their
fish. "I couldn't believe how nice they
were." he commented. "I guess
because they were mostly fishermen
and their families, they felt sorry for
us. It was incredible."
When Carey talks of his fishing
days, a kind of quiet respect is in his
voice and eyes.
"It's just that fishing is a serious
business, especially to guys who have
families and all." he explained. "I
remember one of the first times we
went out. We'd been fishing for seven
days and hadn't caught much
Everyone was bored, tired and ready
to go home. So. just for something to
do. I mooned a passing Greek
freighter. I knew the sailors would go
nuts and they did. all yelling and
waving their shirts.
Carey's crew, however, was not
pleased with his antics. "Everyone
else on our boat got mad at me
because they thought the freighter
might try to ram us. To them fishing
was a serious, dangerous way of
making a living. They didn't want'
some kid putting all that on the line.
That point finally sunk home in me."
Pat graduates in May. He isn't sure
what he's going to do then.
"I'd like to go back to fishing," he
said, adding that he would like to be a
net fisherman, "where you can work
five hours a day, make good money
and be home every night. Phis, those
guys only fish about five miles off:
shore, which, compared to 250 miles,
is like fishing in your backyard."
Commenting on his fishing adventures. Carey concluded. "Alt
things considered. I guess it was a
learning experience. And the main
thing I learned on a boat is that
there's no place like home."
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Peacock leads attack

JMU preps for state event with two wins
A

A

... JEFF
ILL I.' NUCKLES
VI 1 LI CG
By
Sue Peacock. Kathy Fishpaugh and Chelle Mowery combined
for 14 goals in two games as the James Madison University
women's lacrosse team easily defeated Hollins College and
Bridgewater College this week.
Peacock led the assault with six goals while Fishpaugh and
Mowery added four each as the Duchesses downed Hollins, 10-3,
Tuesday and Bridgewater, 11-4, Wednesday.
JMU. ranked eighth nationally, ran its record to 11-2 with the
two home wins, and will sport the top seeding at the Virginia
Asoociation of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women tournament
this weekend at Lynchburg.
The Duchesses open against Old Dominion University Friday
and if they win will play the winner of the University of VirginiaCollege of William and Mary matchup.

AGAINST HOLLINS, the Duchesses raced to an 8-0 advantage
with 15:58 remaining in the game before coasting to the victory.
Four players scored in JMU's four-goal first half. Peacock
started the scoring just 1:07 into the contest when she took a pass
from Sally Cramer and fired it home for a 1-0 lead.
Barb Baker. Fishpaugh and Brenda Heck each had tallies
midway through the first half, which proved to be all the scoring
the Duchesses would need.
Continuing the attack in the first 12 minutes of the second half.
JMU got goals from Peacock, Cramer. Heck and Mowery to put
away the game.
Hollins' Muffy Schoeller finally scored 12:22 into the half and
was followed four minutes later by Katherine Preston's goal to
.cut the margin to.8-2.

r'

Photo by Mid* •tovlni

CHELLE MOWERY (45) scored four goals
during JMU's wins over Bridgewater and

Ilollins. The Duchesses were not pressed in
either contest.

PEACOCK AND Mowery had goals sandwiched around a
Hollins tally during the final minutes to close the scoring.
Bridgewater jumped to a 1-0 lead 11:57 into the game on a goal
by Leslie Linthicum but were silent the remainder of the half as
the Duchesses took a 6-1 advantage at intermission.
"We've been a slow starting team all year," Coach Dee Mc
Donough said. "We don't seem do get going until we're behind."
Sally Cramer said this ability to come from behind reflects a
change in the Duchesses. "In past years it affected us mentally
when we were behind but now we seem to get mad when we get
behind and play better."
Cara Eisenberg. playing in her first game since JMU was
defeated by the University of Maryland scored a goal for the
Duchesses. She was JMU's top offensive player before a back
injury sidelined her.

Pressure shifts from Dickerson to Duchesses
By DAVID TEEL
For Russ Dickerson. the pressure is over. For the
James Madison University lacrosse team, the
pressure is just beginning to build.
Dickerson. JMU's junior right fielder, finally
broke Roger Lee's 1978 school record of 55 RBI in a
season Wednesday against Catholic University.
"I'm glad that's over." Dickerson said. "Those
were the three hardest RBI I've had to get in a long
time."
Ever since the Harrisonburg native went on a 25game tear in which he drove in 50 runs, he has been
constantly reminded of the record. "Yeah, I did
think about it." Dickerson admitted. "You can't
help but do that. The worst thing was the Virginia
Tech game: I wanted to drive in a run so bad..."
Against the Hokies and other opponents.
Dickerson was overanxious at the plate, lunging at
off-speed curve balls which were out of the strike1
zone. "I feel more comfortable at the plate now that
this record thing is over. Now I can be more
selective." Dickerson noted.
As a 6-foot-four power swinger and dead fast ball
hitter. Dickerson can afford to be more selective.
His batting average hovers close to .340 and he has
hammered 10 home runs. "All I see is curves and
sliders." he claimed. "I saw none against Richmond or Tech and maybe two last weekend."
THAT IS because collegiate hurlers are not
stupid. Dickerson would feast on a diet of steady
hard stuff.
The manner in which Dickerson broke the record
was indicative of his current slump. A ground out
wi(ha runner on third base netted him his 56th RBI.
Now that the pressure is behind him. Dickerson
*^W^H lllllllll I »^^w»»

of William and Mary matchup looms as an opponent
in the championship contest. U.Va. is ranked ninth
in the nation. William and Mary 10th.

said he can go back to concentrating at the plate. He
started to regain form in the second game of the
Catholicdoubleheader with a homef to right center
field. If Dickerson can regain the groove and start
hitting with authority, he could become a terror
during the final stages of the season and during
post-season competition.
Post-season play and the accompanying
pressures are what confront the Duchesses'
lacrosse team. JMU plays in the state tournament
at Lynchburg this weekend and must win to earn its
fourth consecutive trip to (he national tournament.
JMU has defeated all three of the other tournament entrants. However, the Duchesses, ranked
eighth in the latest national coaches' poll, will not
coast to victory.
The winner of the University of Virginia. College

TO ADVANCE to the finals, top-seeded JMU must
defeat Old Dominion University, a team that the
Duchesses edged 5-3 early this season.
"Any time you go into the tournament as the
number*one seed, you are going to have pressure,"
second year Coach Dee McDonough said. "But this
teiim has responded well to pressure all year. They
are ready for it."
Indeed, the Duchesses should be primed for postseason competition. Although they suffered two
disappointing mid-season losses to Penn State and
the University of Maryland, the team rebounded to
win all its remaining games.
The opponents JMU has faced since have not been
top caliber but McDonough discounts this. "Even
though teams like Bridgewater aren't as good skillwise, we have learned from each game," she noted.
"Each team gives us something to work on like
attacking a zone defense.
"Actually I'd rather have it this way." she added.
"This way we don't have to get up for a big game
just before the tournament."
The Duchesses' squad does not appear nervous
before the very important tournament games. It is
a relaxed group which jokes with its coach and
exudes an outward aura of confidence.
McDonough demonstrates this prevailing attitude. "I'm not sure who I'd rather play in the
finals but I think it's U.Va. I've never had much
respect for them in terms of teamwork. They have
outstanding individuals but I think we're definitely
the best team in the state. We just have to prove it"
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Tennis team defeats VMI
Dukes snap two-match losing streak, 6-3
Compiled from staff reports
James Madison University won five of six
singles matches Monday en route to a 6-3
men's tennis victory over Virginia Military
Institute.
The win upped the Dukes' record to 13-4 and
ended a two-match losing streak. JMU had lost
to the College of Willianvand Mary and
Virginia Tech. Including a defeat to long-time
nemisis Old Dominion University, the Dukes
had dropped three of five matches after
starting the season with an ll-i tear.
"It wasn't a slump." JMU coach Jack Arbogast said of the streak. "We just got beat by
two better teams. We had a shot at both
matches but in tennis there are so many little
things—they just didn't go our way."
Mark Snead agreed thai the competition had
improved but said, "I think we could have won
all the matches except against ODU."
Top seeded Mark Michel sparked the Dukes
against VMI with a 6-3, 0-6, 6-2 decision over
Mike Colgan. Michel had a certain revenge
motive in the match, having lost to Colgan in
two previous meetings.
ACCORDING TO Arbogast, Michel suffered
a letdown in the second set. "That was a kind of
strange thing," Arbogast explained. "Michel is
a real fine baseline player and he just started
to volley a lot. Once he got up I believe he
started to relax."
Richard Schick hardly had time to relax
during his match as he crushed the Keydets'
Billy Vickers, 60, 6-1. Third seeded Snead
turned in a similar performance for JMU,
downing John Dodge, 6-1, 6-2.

Rick Baker and John Witt each won their
matches. Baker was extended to three sets by
Jeff Hamilton before winning. 4-6,7-5,6-4. Witt
had much less trouble in cruising past Clay
Womack. 6-0. 6-1.
VMI's lone singles win was registered by
Alex Thompson, who edged Jorge Salas, 4-6, 75,7-6. Arbogast described it as "a great, great
match. It was a real close game that came
down to a four-all tiebreaker, and was finally
won on a questionable call."
THOMPSON COMBINED with Chris Bruch
to give the Keydets a win at the number three
doubles slot. They defeated the JMU team of
Randy Walton and Michel. 6-4, 3-«, 6-1.
VMI also captured the number one doubles
match. Colgan and Vickers defeated Baker
and Witt, 6-4, 1-6. 6-0.
The Dukes' lone win in doubles came from
Rob Crocker and Salas, who defeated Dodge
and Hamilton, 6-2, 6-4.
The loss dropped VMI to 17-8 on the season.
Against William and Mary, the Dukes fell
victim to a freshman trio of singles players
that dominated the match. Rod Macklin, Greg
Miller and George Foreman all won matches
for the Indians and led them to an insurmountable 5-1 lead after the singles phase
of the competition.
Michel was JMU's only victor in singles,
defeating Paul Daus 6-3, 6-4. The Dukes' only
other win was in doubles by Snead and Salas
who defeated Macklin and Bob Diamond.
JMlTconcIudes its spring season with two
home matches this weekend against Catholic
University and George Mason University.

--*

Ruti Dkkerton

Dukes win 30th
By CHRIS HARRIS
It took thre« tries, but the James Madison University
baseball team finally won its 30th game of the 1961 season
Wednesday with a 6-3 win over Catholic University.
The victory came in the second game of a doubleheader
against the Cardinals and marked the sixth consecutive
season the Dukes (30-11-1) have won 30 or more games.
Catholic won the first encounter of the twinbill, 9-7, with a
six-run sixth inning.
Lorenzo Bundy and Russ Dickerson both clouted home
runs to pace the JMU attack in the nightcap. Bundy s solo
shot came in the first and gave the Dukes a 1-0 lead.
Dickerson's shot proved the game winner, a two-run
clout in the fifth that broke a three-all deadlock. The
Cardinals scored all of their runs in the third when they
chased Dukes' starter Joe Hall.
Pitcher Rick Gill's two-run homer was the final blow
and Coach Brad Babcock summoned Joe Carleton from
the bullpen. Carleton shut out Catholic over the final four
and two thirds innings for his seventh win The JMU
season record of eight wins was set by Dave Blondino last
year.

WW* By MM •••Vim

JMU'S Doug Schneebeck finished second in the
110-meter high hurdles in the Dukes' dual meet
with Virginia Tech Monday. The Hokies edged
JMU. 82-71. Therron Phipps set a JMU school

record while, winning the long Jump event. He
leaped 24-feet-'*. Phipps also captured the 100
meters in 11.2. Mike Benshoff ran away from
the field in winning the 1.500 meters in 3:57.4.

WARNER CRUMB took a 7-3 lead into the sixth inning
of the first game but five errors and a wild pitch doomed
the Dukes to only their third loss in Eastern College
Athletic Conference play.
A key play in the inning, and one indicative of JMU's
defensive lapses, came with Geoff Mack at the plate with
two runners on and two out. Mack hit a bouncer that
Bocock muffed for his second error of the inning. Tony
Marant failed to field the ball cleanly in left field for
another error and two runs scored.
The victim of this lack of support was reliever Justin
Gannon who suffered his first loss in four decisions.
JMU built its early lead on the strength of Bocock's tworun single in the third and a two-run first inning. In the
first, Dickerson got his elusive 56th RBI on a fielder's
choice, giving him the school record for most RBI in a
season.
The Dukes lost their second conference game of the
year Tuesday against George Mason University in 11
innings. Patriot southpaw. Warren Yeager pitched the
distance as his slow deliveries confused JMU hitters.
Bucky Weaver's two-out single off loser Pete Wojcicki
in the 11 th scored Mike Esser with the winning run.
Yeager, who was cut from the JMU squad in 1978, set
the Dukes down in order in the 11 th, preserving his fourth
straight complete game. "It feels great," Yeager said of
his first win over JMU in two starts.
JMU had defeated the Patriots earlier mis season in
Fairfax.
\
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Classifieds
For Sale
STEREO VIDEO EQUIPMENT: All major brands
available. All fully guaranteed. Weekly special: Bose
3ol. $200.00 a pair! Call Steve
or Tim Batchelor at 433-8194.
We'll beat any verifiable
price!'
FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 200.
3300 miles, showroom con- '
dition. 60 mpg. new battery
Helmet and 12 quarts oil included. Best offer. Call 8968Q97.
STEREO FOR SALE:
Panasonic with cassette deck,
receiver, turntable, speakers.
$125"
(negotiable)!
Call:
LYNNE
433-4898.

by Garry Trudeau
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FOR SALE: Kamero light
meter,
practically
new.
originally $25. now $12. Also
Hoya58mm red filter for BAW
infrared film, $2.00. Call 4342336.
8:30
to
5.

For Rent
HOUSE FOR SUBLET: $80.
one room available May. two
available Summer (JuneAugust), washer-dryer, E.
Market St., call LYNNE 4334898 or ROSE
434-0790.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FOR RENT SHANK II - Fully
furnished. rent-$275: but is
negotiable. May or June
through August. Call 433-8965.

by Matt Wagner

Our Hero
AM AAfcERED MM 15 ATTEMPTIM& TO BRCMt. THRU SlD'i
RESIST£WC£ 10 QQESW V Ilk.

ROOM
FOR
RENT:
Townhouse room available for
May, summer and next
semester. Should be shared.
Find own roomate. Call Pam
433-2963. Pool, washer-dryer,
furnished.
clean.
SUBLET: Wanted females for
May or June-August. Excellent location. 2 blocks from
campus. Partially furnished,
washer-dryer. 3 bedroom. Call
133-9490.
SUBLET
APARTMENT
MAY-AUGUST, living room,
kitchen, large bedroom, bath nicely furnished, 4 blocks
from campus. May's rent
free! For info call 433-1695.
FOR RENT: Garage apartment adjacent to JMU
campus. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen,
1
bath.
Available June 1st. Lease
deposit required. Phone: 4343885.
extension
20.
NAGS HEAD COTTAGE FOR
RENT: Need one female to
take last room in cottage.
Lease starts May 15. $150 per
month, including utilities. Call
or write Terry at 5413; p.o.
box 3577.
APARTMENT FOR
SUBLEASE: May and or
June-July. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen. 2 baths. 10
minute walk from campus.
Rent negotiable, call 433-1553
ask for Richard or Sean.
APARTMENT FOR
SUBLEASE: May-August or
June-August. Rent for May
and August provided. 2
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath. Pay electricity,
other
utilities
provided. Carpeting,
refrigerator and stove included. Close to campus on
South High Street. $260.00 a
month for June and July. Call
433-8855, ask for Chuck.

by Pat Butters, Paul Ebherty
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Madisonman

For Rent
NICE AND CHEAP: 2 unfurnished rooms in 4 bedroom
house during May and
Summer sessions. 3 blocks
from campus. $70.00 a month
plus utilities. Call Karen at
433-4358 or Dave at 433-5371.
APARTMENT FOR SUBLET
MAY-AUGUST: 1 bedroom,
air conditioned, option to lease
next fall.
'4 mile from
campus. May's rent paid for!
Unfurnished. Call 434-5753,
ask for Mark.
FOR RENT, June-August. 2
bedroom.
furnished
townhouse. near JMU. $200 a
month plus utilities. Call 4344948.
ask
for
Paul.

M

by B. Saari, S. Richmond, J. Meredith and S. Worner
....LET ttNR ROOMATETS
DRAW THE FIRST THREE
FKNELS
OF YOUR
CARTOON./*A'^ J "K**"

Wanted

SUBLET: House for JuneAugust. Four bedrooms, two
full baths, unfurnished. $85.00
per month plus utilities. One
block from campus. Call
Penny or Liz at 433-5550.

WANTED THREE
FEMALES TO SHARE F OLR
BEDROOM HOUSE, $95 each,
l mile from campus, brick,
fireplace, gas heat, summer
and-or Fall, call Patti at 4330611.

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR
RENT: May and Summer.
Kitchen and living room
privileges; for male; 15
minute walk from JMU; $100
or negotiable; -433-5683 (on
campus).

Help Wanted
NEEDED: Pianist who enjoys
playing blues, jazz, pop, and
show tunes to accompany
vocalist and eventually play
professionally for nightclubs
etc. Call Jackie at 433-2969 (off
campus) or drop a note in p.o.
327.
SUMMER COUNSELORS - to
work with male handicapped
campers. June 3-august 14.
800-542-5900.

Wanted
WANTED: One female to
either sublet May or June thru
August or to take a years lease
beginning May or June!
Apartment is in very good
condition.
Its
an
end
aparatment, l1? baths, own
bedroom,
JMU
shuttle
available.
Rent
is approximately $120.00 per month
including utilities. No utility
deposit required. If interested, please call 434-4982.

URGENT!
French tutor
needed for the summer. Pay is
negotiable. Student needs to"
work on vocabulary and
speaking proficiency. Call
Jackie at 433-2969 (off campus) or drop a note in p.o. 327.

Service*
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR SUMMER JOB NOW?
If not, come to Jackson 103 at
12,3 or 6 p.m. Friday, April 24.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers and other
reports. Free paper, pick-up
and delivery. Twenty years of
experience. Call: 896-5921.
TYPING SERVICES
AVAILABLE. Call 434-6851 or stop by 1161 Shenandoah
Street.
$.75 per
page.
NEED A PLACE TO STORE
YOUR LOFT? For a $30.
charge Sigma Pi will pick up,
store, and return your loft.
For more information call
7274 or 7177.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. 17 years experience. $.80
per page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.

Services
MOVING? Do it in an antique
Ford! Reasonable rates on
local moving and hauling.
Student owned and operated.
Old Faithful Trucking Co. 8962761.

Courses
SCUBA DIVING course offered by Land-Sea Passages
begins in May providing
YMCA
and
PADI
international
certifications.
Summer dives arranged to
Florida
Keys,
offshore
wrecks, and Bimini. 433-2177
by May 1 to register.
WEEKEND HIKE
THROUGH DOLLY SODS
Wilderness Area arranged by
Land-Sea Passages May 23-24.
Tour one of the East Coast's
unique lanscapes. 433-2177 by
May
n
to
register.

Found
FOUND:
2
rings
in
Cleveland's laundry room.
Call
4265
to
claim.

Lost
New Shipment

Khaki Twill Slacks
• Navy
• Tan

Size* 30-40

NEW RELEASES

$15.99

Poplin Slacks

JEffttSON STARSHIP
M«tra Tints

• Navy
• Tan

• Kelly
Sizes 31-40

$15.99
to
$17.99

Several Styles in Both
Fabrics

2tfc*p
1

0«V U.S. BONDS

LOST: Men's black key case.
Between Gifford and WVPT.
Reward.
Call
434-0474.

Personab

MIRE PRAIRIC LEAGUE
Something la At Night

SANIANA

LOST: Blue turquoise ring
pouch containing two rings.
Diamond with gold band and
silver band ring. Reward. Call
collect
(804)
384-9190.

Otiieatta

st

Quality

Name Brands

MINT BUNK

at Discount Prices

AarritM Caarm

-••«•»»••• „j

OH TO THE BIG RAGOO.
You sh- in a candy box the
size of a sh e. and even
manage to play with chubby
too. The people from Athens
weren't ready for you. But as
ya'll say on the rugby team;
what could they do!
LORENZO.
DUDE: "Let's steal away"
because "if you leave me now,
you'll take away the biggest
part of me" and "I'll never be
the same". Love, The Rookie.

• •••
Phi* many mm mw Attests
this iwth
flm» 433-2136

MASSENATTA
RETREATERS: To all those
whose pride, sensibilities, and
"Christian attitudes" were
offended by Saturday nights
T.P. raid - we offer NO
apology! Malice was not intended, property was not
damaged, and nobody was
hurt - why all the fuss? Love in
Christ "The T.P. Gang".

THE SPORTSWEAR OUTLET
*30.*00
UF
9:30- MO
SM.
Clover leaf Shopping Oner

w.v.v:.,

YOGURT KING. Banana
dniquiries are good (surprisingly), but maybe four
bananas was much. Thanks
for making them; you missed
a GREAT movie, though.
Easter Bunny.

J

Personals
TO: SNAKE, Happy Birthday
Kid!!! Thanks for everything.
Best of luck in the future.
l.W.M.Y.N.Y. — P.K.I.T.
Love.
SPAZ.
SNICKERS. This secret of
which you speak, must truly
be unique. I'd pay a pretty
cent, if given one small hint.
CHOKA.
Susan: Thanks for the picnic.
I had a good time. I realize it's
been two weeks but at least I
said it. You're really fun and
very cute, especially when
you wake up. Love, MOO COW
BROADWAY STAR: Can't
wait to knock you over with
candlelight, wine and atmosphere. I've promised you
this all semester and I know it
has to be good. Your own
personal press secretary is
graduating LOVE, SUNSHINE.
KAE AND DI Hi guys!
We've
been
apart
(Williamsburg and NY) for so
long, let's go out and party
together. We only have 15
more days left and then I'm
history. K? Babs
COWBOY I just couldn't
resist. That's what you get
when you listen to cute,
charming strangers. I'll save
the sentiment for the last
time. 16 days and counting.
LOVE, BROWN EYES.
SANDY-here ya go! Or there
you go. Well, that's the way it
goes.
VIC Thanks for being the
only one who tells me the
things I don't want to hear, but
that I need to hear. You're a
good friend. Barb
BETA ALPHA GAMMA is the
only frat that matters.
MASTER BAGGER.
G STRING: Watched any
exciting episodes of "Alice"
lately? I hear they're filmed
on
location.
Happy
secretary's week, you slime.
Love ya. TEA BAG
BEYOND REPROACH:Don't
forget what I told you a while
back about saving time out for
just you. It's essential to life
and all other neat stuff. Don't
worry. I know it all seems
mind-boggling now. But, just
remember, I won't be around
to bug you next year, and it
will seem so much better.
Right? L&K, ALSO BEYOND
REPROACH
Allclassifiedatttshould btbroughtM
The Breeie oflice In the basement of
Wine Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than noon
Tuesday for Friday's issue, and no later
man noon Friday for Tuesday's Issue
Rates erel'5 tor 0 25 words, il 50for It
50 word*. 12.SO tor 51 25 words, and »05
for each additional word above 7$.
. l'

II
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Viewpoints

Astault reports

Tell us all
Responding to violence with logic is difficult, but we will try to
present our feelings on last week's assaults rationally. First is the
need for caution; second is our frustration in trying to gather
information.
• If your resident advisor, boyfriend or mother has not told you to
walk with a friend when traveling on campus, allow us to. The
escort service provided by Alpha Chi Rho and Tau Kappa Epsilon
has been used more since the assaults: campus security still
offers an escort to women on campus. We commend these groups
and encourage their use.
Two letters to the editor today are well worth reading. One

Full knowledge
would lead to
proper caution — not panic
advises that common sense be used—locking doors and not
walking alone The other warns that the "safe" routes about
campus are not always safe. Fear is the natural reaction to
reports of campus assaults—and caution is the proper response to
fear.
The fraternities' escort services can be reached Sunday
through Thursday, 9 to 12 p.m. at 5698, and Friday and Saturday,
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. at 7461. Campus Security can be called at 6116.
•A sign in The Breeie office reads "No news is bad news." We
firmly believe that information is the lifeblood of society.
Decisions made on every level of government, business,
university, etc. depend on accurate information. But full and
accurate reporting is especially important in situations such as
violence on campus.
,
Rumor is a parody of information. If The Breeie cannot report
on the assaults because of silence from the administration, rumor
gladly will fill in the details. But those details probably are
greatly exaggerated from the truth. The result is fear and panic
based on half-truths.
To be sure, a full report of campus assaults would cause
campus fear. But what students don't know can hurt them, if prior
knowledge can help prevent harm.
Rumor leads to panic; knowledge leads to caution. Since The
Breeie has the largest campus audience, we ask for full information rather than "no comment" or administration-ordered
silence. We owe the information to our readers—no rumors is
good news.

Editor Cindy Elmore
Managing Editor Tricia Fischetti
Business Manager James Saunders
News Editor Donna Sizemore
Editorial Editor Chris Kouba
Feature Editor Bryan Powell
Sports Editors David Teel, Rich Amacher
Photography Editor Mike Blevins
Graphics Editor Matt Wagner
Production Manager Martha Stevens
Advisers Flip De Luca, Alan Neckowitz,
David Wendelken
Newsroom 433-6127
Business office 433-6596
"To The press alone. c hequered as it is with abuses, the wo rid is indebted tor
•II the triumphs which hove boon tuned by reason and humanity over orror
and oppression " James Madison

•«v*
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The Breeze is published every Tuesday and Friday unless otherwise noted.
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeie, Wine-Price Building,
James Madison University. Harrisonburg. Virginia 72*07
Letters to the editor are welcomed. All letters must be typed, signed, and
include the author's address and telephone number lor verification. Unsigned
letters will not be published Unsolicited editorials may be used as guest
spots.
All material Is edited at the discretion ot the editor
Unsigned editorials give the majority opinion of The Breeze editors. Let .
ters. columns, reviews and guestspots are the opinions of their authors and
not necessarily those of The Breeie editors or the students, faculty or staff of
James Madison University.
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be addressed to Cindy
Elmore, editor of The Breeze.

Lottery is better than lines
By SHIRLEY HADLEY
April 20...freeze warning in effect tonight.
April 21.. .freeze warning in effect tonight. Both
nights seemed perfect to stay inside; nevertheless. Camp JMU opened its season for
choice campus housing complete with eager
campers equipped with sleeping bags, radios,
TV's and coolers.
As the spring semester draws to a close,
most students put next year's housing
preferences high on their priorities list. So high
that many, students camped outside the
Warren University Union just to get in line
early for university housing sign ups.

until freshman get to choose from what's left
over.
If you ever waited in one of these lines
overnight or all day, you might come to the
conclusion that the "first come, first served,"
procedure is not the best. No only is it unfair,
but it is also unreasonable for the student who
is too busy with classes and work to camp in
line for 24 hours or longer. And then after the
long wait, many students end up in a dorm or
apartment that they don't want.
At the University of Delaware, a computerized lottery system is used. All students
wanting university housing list their first three
preferences on a card. This card is filed into a

The University of Delaware uses
a computerized lottery. 'No camping, no long lines'
The present procedure for signing up for
dormitories or Presidential Apartments is
organized on a first-come, first-served basis.
The earlier you get in line, the better your
chances are of getting the room or apartment
you want. By waiting 24 hours or longer and by
sleeping in freezing weather on the WUU patio,
you just might be one of the lucky few to be
first in line.
However, first in line does not mean you get
the first choice for housing. Once the doors
open, the seniors get the first housing choice,
juniors get the second choice and down the line

computer which places the student in
designated housing, giving preference to
upperclassmen. No camping. No long lines. No
waiting.
Lin Rose, director of residence halls and
commuter student services, says there is "a
distinct possibility" a housing lottery will be
implemented for juniors and seniors of 1982-83.
If a computerized lottery system is not feasible
at JMU, other alternatives should be considered. Think about it the next time you're in
line waiting to sign up for university housing—
especially if you find that what you wanted has
already been taken.

Don't ask for thanks, VNB
By KATE CARPER
The headline read, "WE NEED YOUR
HELP TO SAY "THANKS' TO THE VIRGINIA
NATIONAL PEOPLE WHO SERVE YOU."
The rest of the flyer that was sent to students
with an account at the Warren Univesity Union
branch of Virginia National Bank asks
customers to give an "award certificate" to
the employees whom they think have given
them the best service. The opening paragraph
states:
"In our continuing effort to improve
customer service. Virginia National has instituted an incentive program which is
designed to reward those employees who try
hardest to match customers' needs to Virginia
National services."
Yes. they have "improved customer service" so much this year. First, they began to
charge non-customers for checks they needed
to cash. Then, they raised the minimum

balance for college students to $400.1 know few
self-supporting adults who are able to keep
$400 in their checking accounts year-round,
but expecting college students to find that
much money to put and keep in their accounts
is rather absurd. Many students are lucky to
have $10 in their accounts—which becomes $7
when the checking fee is deducted. "Fulfilling
your financial needs had always been our
primary goal." Whose needs? Were these
flyers really supposed to have been sent to the
JMU customers?
The gesture is nice and the employees
probably deserve some recognition for the jobs
they do. However, after the grief VNB has
caused many JMU students this year, this
request is a degrading kick where it hurts.
When VNB truly attempts to. fulfill our
financial needs, instead of complicating them,
then the bank and its employees will receive all
the thanks and recognition it deserves.
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Readers' Forum
m

Administration's actions, campus are dangerous
'No Information Game'
To the editor:
The
James
Madison
University administration has
been
playing
a
very
dangerous game with its
students to protect the
fairytale image of this
campus. ~v
The na me of this ga me is the
No Information Game. The
rules are very simple: Any
time a controversial event
takes place in JMU's land of
oz. the students are the last to
know. Last week, a series of
attacks (presumably by the
same individual in at least two
cases) was kept a big secret
from the majority of the
student body. Not until late
Thursday did the account of
the attacks begin to trickle
through
the
student
grapevine, culminating in
front-page coverage by The
Breeze Monday night.
From the looks on students'
faces (especially women) who
were reading of the attacks
for the first time, it was only
too clear that the administration had done the
, student body
a
grave
disservice by trying to keep
this information under wraps.
Heightening this disservice
was the mad exodus for
Easter
weekend.
Those
students returning Sunday
night probably were unaware
of what happened during the
previous week. Those who
stayed may. not have realized
how dangerous the situation
was. With so many students
away, attack attempts could
have been much easier, since
fewer possible witnesses were
moving about.
The administration could
have made students aware of
what had happened by
requiring resident advisors to
make announcements and
post signs in suites and
hallways with a description of
the attacker and where the
attacks occured. This method
would not be a scare tactic if
handled rationally. It could
make people aware of
something that just isn't
supposed to happen in JMU's
Mother Goose Land. But it did
happetl, and by not letting
students know, the administration only added to the
posible danger students are
in.
Now that the students know,
they don't have to depend on
hearsay information. But it's
not. the responsibility of the
school newspaper to be the
first and only spokesperson
for the school. Was it just a
coincidence that this information was given to the
campus after the students
went home for Easter? If it
has become administrative
policy to keep a lid on incidents of this nature, then
such a wreckless policy should
be made known to the
students, so that they can do

something about it themselves.
Warm weather in the
evenings
spawns
night
joggers, tennis players and
long walks. The end-of-thesemester crunch finds more
students spending more time
at night in the library or in
other
dorms
studying,
requiring late-night walks
home. Hopefully, women will
use the escort sevice provided
by TKE and AXP fraternities.
Those who find this embarrassing are only fooling
themselves. Walking alone is
not a risk worth taking, as has
been the unfortunate result.
Assumedly. security has
been increased, but there
seems to be no viable reason
that
department
should
decline comment. The least
security could have said was a

7 don't
believe it9
To the editor:
I don't believe it. They want
to make us pay $45 a year for
cable television: and yet they
don't want to give us birth
control services because it
will cost too much.
Carl McColman

JliP*^ lb*

reiteration of taking the extra
precautions that tend to
become lax. Common sense
says lock doors, get an escort
and never spend the night in
the suite alone. But unless
students feel a sense of
danger, common sense takes
a back seat to the feeling that
all is safe and secure.
That safe and secure feeling
no longer exists for the
present, but the fact remains
that the student's rights of
protection were violated in
principle, if not in reality. The
students deserve an administrative apology and
explanation, and a committment from the administration that a sweepingunder-the-rug of this nature
will not happen again. This
time the students were the last
to know. From now on, they
should be the first.
Lance Roberts

'Seemingly safe areas' umai
To the editor:
I realize that the job of any
reporter is an involved and
time-consuming task, but !
would like some clarification
regarding the April 21, article.
"Two Coeds Attacked." The
article describes the first of
the two incidents as occuring
"on the railroad tracks."
Since I am the individual
who was assaulted, I would
like readers of The Breeze to
know that the confrontation
occured on the street approaching Greek row, at the
railroad crossing, and not on
the tracks as it was reported.

•

Woman
led SGA
1974-75
To the editor:
In its April 10 issue. The
Breeze reported Lynn
Tipton will be . the first

If not simply for my own
satisfaction, I hope that this
will bring realization that the
incident took place in an open,
well-lit area—one that usually
would not be associated with
an assualt. Unfortunately, this
past week has shown that
students must also take
precautions in seemingly safe
areas.
In closing, I would like to
thank Officer Robert Baker
for his professionalism and
concern throughout this past
week.
Name wit he Id by request

woman Student Government Association president
since Beverly Trainham
There was, in fact, another
woman president. Carol
Lempe served during the
1974-75 session.
Readers may be interested in the fact Beverly
Trainham was the first
president of a unified
student government. Prior
to 1970-71, men and women
students had separate
organizations.
Fay Reubush
Dean of Admissions and
Records
Former SGA Adviser

M-UA^O?

The contract goes
to VNB — with a pardon for past charges'

■*■>■
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Top hat,
white tie
and tails
Film students don formal attire
for a night with Fred and Ginger
By TRICIA FISCHETO
The evening was almost out of another era.
Irving Berlin and Cole Porter music filtered through the air. and guests an ived
in dark suits, tuxedos or flowing gowns.
Paper top hats and balloons lined the walls, and champagne flowed freely and
plentifully.
Above the guests" heads a projector rolled the 30s musical Swing Time silently.
Silently, that is. until one of the film's song and dance numbers came up Then, all
other music was quieted as the film sound was turned up, and all eyes turned to
watch Fred and Ginger do what they do best—dance.
IT WAS a time for putting on top hat. white tie and tails as some 60 students and
guests enjoyed an evening of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers music and film at
Melrose Caverns Tuesday
The party was for students enrolled in English 381. a film course which this
semester features study of the western and the musical and is offered in two
sections instructed by Dr. Ralph Cohen and Dr. James Ruff. Tuesday nights affair
was Cohen's own brainstorm.
Cohen, who has been an avid Astaire fan since he first saw the 1935 film Top Hat
as a graduate student, said he got the idea for the party at the outset of the course.
"R was an extraordinary evening." Cohen told his class Wednesday. "At one
point, it seemed as if everyone was dancing, and if that's not the point of a musical
course. I don't know what is."
Cohen plans to apply for partial funding of the event by the university's studentfaculty entertainment fund, which was established in November to encourage
student-faculty interaction.
Most party guests, who consumed through the evening five cases of champagne
and more than 200 ham biscuits, tried their hand at tapping and dancing to the
musical numbers But Astaire received the applause, as the film students showed
their admiration and appreciation of the legendary dancer's screen performance.

i

CLOCKWISE FROM top: Susan Burrell and Wes Parker dance to the strains of
"Cheek toCheek" Tuesday night. Steve Gibson and Diane Cousins sit one out to talk
and sip champagne. Part of the evening's formal attire. Film students and guests
try their hand at dancing—Fred Astaire style.

Photos by Tricia Fischetti
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